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JUDGMENT

1. The genesis of this criminal trial traced back to a first information statement or

ejahar dated 24102121 lodged by informant Prabhu Sahani wherein it was stated,

inter alia, that on 23102121 at about 9-10 a.m. while the family members of the

informant were busy in the paddy field at that time the accused entered the house

of the informant and stolen away Rs.20,000/- from the box and hence the

informant filed this case.

On receipt of the FIR, the O/C of Sadiya Police Station registered a case bearing

Sadiya Police Station Case No, 4312021under section 4571380IPC. The case was
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investigated by the I.O. Bipul Chandra Gogoi and later submitted charge sheet

against the accused under Sections 457l3B0IpC.

After the charge sheet was filed the case was made over to the file of this court

and the cognizance of the offence was taken and since the arrest of the accused

the accused is in judicial custody. Copies of relevant documents were furnished to

the other accused persons under section 207 of Cr. P.C. After hearing the learned

counsels and on finding sufficient ingredients, the contents of the charge

u1s.4541380 IPC were framed, read over & explained to the accused to which he

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

In support of the case, prosecution examined four numbers of witnesses. After

closure of prosecution evidences statement under section 313 of Cr.P.C. were

recorded and same were of partial acceptance and few denial regarding the

amount stolen. Defence declined to adduce evidence. Heard the argument put

forwarded by the learned counsels for both the sides as well as gone through the

evidences available on record.

5. Points for determination.

whether on 23/02/21 at about g-to a.m. at Borgorah the accused
committed lurking house trespass by entering the house of the
informant Kutumbor Borgohain which was used as a human dwelting
in order to commit the offence of theft and thereby committed an
offence pun ishable u/s. 454 IpC?

whether on the same date, time and place the accused committed
the theft of Rs.2%ooo/- from the house of the informant which he
used as human dwelling and thereby committed an offence
punishable u/s.38o IPC?

-. Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:-M).-
Hl?;Wefa 

PW.1 Sri Kutumbor Borgohain deposed that he was the informant of this case

and he knew the accused. On 23.02.2021 at about 9am when he was there at

paddy field accused entered his house by breaking the roof. The accused broke

the tin box and took away Rs.20,000/- and runaway. Later the villagers informed
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him the matter. During cross examination he admitted that he had not seen the

accused committing the theft and he had not recovered the money.

7. PW.2 Smti. Junmoni Chiring deposed that the informant was her brother in law

and the accused is her son. About 4 months back at about 12 noon whlle she

returned home from paddy field the PW.1 informed her that Rs.6B00/- was stolen

away by her son. When she confronted her son he admitted his guilt but the

informant filed the FIR stating Rs.20,000/- was stolen from his house. With a

hope that her son will reform she did not object to his arrest. During cross

examination she admitted that she had not seen the incident of theft. Police could

not recover the money.

8. PW.3 Gopal Chiring deposed that informant and accused are his relatives. About

4 months ( from the date of deposition) back he heard that accused stolen away

some cash from the possession of the informant. But he had not seen him

committing the offence. His mother informed him about the incident and then he

went to police station. During cross examination he admitted that he did not

know how much amount was missing from the house of the informant.

9. Pw,4 Sri Bipul Kumar Gogoi deposed that on 24.02.2021 he was posted as 2nd

officer at Sadiya PS. On that day the O/C entrusted him to investigate of this

case. On the same day the informant came to the police station along with

villagers and they also brought the accused along with them. He accordingly

recorded the statement of the informant and the witnesses in the police station

itself. He also interrogated the accused and on the next day he visited the PO and

'5 prepared the sketch map. After that he arrested the accused persons and he was
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:rf$Ili*iXl$xt.2 was the charse sheet and Ext.2(1) was his sisnature.
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APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCES

10. The FIR of this case reveals that the case was filed by the informant who

happened to be the uncle of the accused. The FIR accordingly disclosed the name

of the accused.



11' Now let me discuss if the ingredients uls.454IPC is fulfilled in this case. Here in

this not a single witness had seen the accused entering the house in any hour of
the day. Admittedly at the time of incident the PW.1/ informant himself was busy

in the field. The PW.3 also had given only hearsay evidence. The pW.1 in his

deposition though said that the villagers informed him about the matter but out

those villagers not a single person had come who had seen the accused entering

the house by breaking the house. Hence in my opinion the ingredients u/s. 454

IPC is not sufficient in this case and as such the accused is found not guilty

uls.454IPC.

12. Coming to the ingredients uls.379IPC, the Pw.2 being the mother of the accused

admitted that her son had committed the offence. She also deposed that accused

had accepted his guilt and the defence side did not put a single suggestion to the

PW.2 to deny her statement. The PW.2 though pressed on the point that the

accused had took away only Rs.6B00/- from the informant and not Rs.20,000/-

but that does not disprove the case of the prosecution side as a whole. That

single testimony in my opinion is not sufficient to wipe up the whole incident of
theft' Out of the four prosecution witnesses, all have identified the accused

person. The witnesses are unison on the point that the money were stolen by the

accused from the house of the informant. Thus it appears to me that all the

deposition had pointed that the accused had committed the offence as alleged by

the informant in the FIR. The defence by cross examining the PWs could not

rebut the evidences of the prosecution side. Hence their evidences are appearing

cogent and sufficient to held the accused guilty u/s.3g0 IpC.

13. Thus in view of the dlscussions made, I came to the safe conclusion that, the

prosecution is able to establish and prove the charge against the accused U/S

,/ 380 IPC beyond all reasonable doubt and the accused is convicted accordingly../. -N
{SN 14, It appears to me that the incident of theft are very much prevalent in our society
oG\
sionat,...urd if such offences are not dealt with strict hands then there is every possibility

,,"tt|fl[lif this being encouraged in the society. Thus, the benefit of probation of
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in the society. Thus, the benefit of probation of

SadWa'L'rrer Offenders Act is not granted to the accused.

15. The maximum punishment U/S 380 IPC is imprisonment for a term which may

extend to 7(one) year and shall also be liable for fine.

16. I have heard the accused/ convict person namely, Bhaita Chiring on the point of

sentence likely to be inflicted upon him. His statement is recorded in separate



sheet. The accused had prayed for leniency stating that he shall not commit such

act in near future.

17. Accused person/ namely, Bhaita Chiring is found guilty U/S 380 IPC and he is

sentenced to suffer rigorous imprisonment for 6 months 17 days and to pay fine

of Rs.1000/- iid to suffer further 1S(fifteen) days of simple imprisonment. He is

acquitted of the charge u/s.454 IPC.

18. Supply a free copy of judgment to the accused/ convict.

19. Communicate a copy of this order to Jail Superintendent of Saidya Jail for

compliance.

20. Given under my hand & seal of this Court and delivered in the open Court on this

9th day of September of 2021 at Chapakhowa, Sadiya.
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suB- DIVTSTONAL JUDICTAL MAGTSTRATE (M)
CHAPAKHOWA, SADIYA

SubDivisional
Judicial Magistrab(M)'
Sadlya, ChaPakhowu



PROSECUTION WITNESSES:

1. PW.1 SRI KUTUMBOR BORGOHAIN

2. PW.2 SMTI. JUNMONI CHIRING

3. PW.3 GOPAL CHIRING

4. PW.4 SRI BIPUL KUMAR GOGOI

DEFENCE WITNESSES:

NIL

EXHTBTTEp pocu M ENTS ( PROSECUTTON)

1. EXT.1 SKETCH MAP

2. EXT.2 CHARGE SHEET

EXHTBTTEp pocuMENTS (DEFENCE)

NIL
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Judicial Magistrate(M)'
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